Learn the correct well-documented science about Climate Change.

Cctruth.org presentation page.
12th Keynote address at Climate Change Conference 7/05/2021.
Magazine article with video of our expert review of The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change reports which are science fiction!
State of Oregon sanctioned experiment.
Effect of 12 billion trees planted in the last three years.
Normal rise is 1.5 ppm per month. Flat CO2 first time-

10 billion trees scheduled this year and every year for 10 years.
https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/ccgg/trends/monthly.html

A relationship for carbon dioxide vs. atmospheric carbon dioxide rise Does Not Exist (DNE)

The full manuscript may be accessed at:
https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/2017JD028121
Residence time is like standing water in your kitchen sink. The water is residing longer.

Atmospheric Carbon Dioxide never lowers working on emissions of carbon dioxide.

New information brings The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Reports into
question. cctruth.org/ipcc.pdf
1. Atmospheric CO2 equilibrium statement had zero references to any published
manuscript. Was based on a simulation guess.
2. The actual equilibrium is 8.6 gt/yr. (billion tons per year)
3. Their only probability for their solution to work by lowering emissions of CO2 is 50-66%.
Would you take your car to a mechanic who said they could fix it 50-66% of the time?

4. The scientific consensus is 33% not 97%. Read ipcc.pdf for explanation.
5. The IPCC GWP (Global warming potential) is false because it assumes equal
concentrations of Greenhouse gases (GHG). CO2 is 412 ppm methane is 1.8 ppm and so
on. CO2 is 1.94 w/m2. Methane is 0.5 w/m2.
6. Sea level rise is 1.1 mm/yr and not accelerating. The Jakobshavn Glacier in Greenland
has grown for the third year in a row.
7. Watch the movie “Kiss the ground” on Netflix (produced by others) which explains
even if we stopped all CO2 emissions atmospheric CO2 will not lower.
8. Use of Unscientific Terms. The SR 1.5 document uses the unscientific terms highly (or
otherwise) likely six times, unlikely three times, and highly (or otherwise) confident
sixty-two times.
9. The graph they use to say cause and effect for emissions vs. CO2 rise has not been
updated since 2012. After 2014 worldwide emissions were mostly flat, with a 7% drop
last year.
The rate of rise for atmospheric carbon dioxide is less than 3 parts per million (red line) (ppm)
per year. This graph shows (blue line) we can replace grass in medians and sides of roads with
native trees and shrubs. This location has 161k vehicles per day traffic. They will consume a
large portion of the carbon dioxide from vehicles. We have two NIST certified carbon dioxide
sensors calibrated within 1 ppm.

Globalforestwatch.org/map
5X emissions of CO2 from
fossil fuel burning.
97% reduction in photosynthesis.
Larger issue.
cctruth.org

